Course of liver regeneration after partial hepatectomy in rats treated with dialysates of intact organs.
A number of growth phenomena observed in vitro have shown that cells, at high densities, produce and release substances which, when they have reached a given concentration, arrest further growth. In vivo, these possibilities can be studied on the model of rapid regeneration of the rat liver after 65-70% partial hepatectomy (PH). We evaluated the course of liver regeneration after PH in animals treated with dialysates (DIA) of intact rat tissues. In addition to kidney and lymph node DIA, we were particularly interested in the effect of liver and spleen DIA. The experiments were carried out on male rats weighing 210-240 g. The relevant DIA was administered 24 h prior to PH; the controls were given physiological saline. The animals were killed just before PH and 24, 48, 30 and 72 h and 14 days after. DIA obtained from intact liver tissue inhibited the regeneration process induced by PH and its effect persisted 48 h after PH. Compared with the controls and with the rats given kidney DIA, DNA synthesis in the liver 24 h after PH was reduced to 77%. After spleen DIA, several (still hypothetical) factors probably acted together synergically (factors belonging to the immune system--RES--and spleen-produced factors capable of promoting proliferation of the hepatocytes--the "portal blood factor"). We arrived at this conclusion from an evaluation of liver DNA synthesis 24 h after 24h after PH, when synthesis was altogether markedly raised, but attained far higher values after the administration of spleen DIA.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)